
Major price climbs in forward market

Allowance market expects Brexit postponement

One of the most crucial reasons 
for the European energy markets, 
the Nordic energy market included, 
experiencing such significant climbs 
last week was the sudden price jump 
in the European carbon emissions 
allowance market. The market climbed 
by no less than 15% in week 14, and 
the benchmark contract for a carbon 
emissions allowance is at just over 
EUR 25/t at the start of week 15. Once 
more, we can look to the UK and the 
EU to find the reason for the frequent 
fluctuations in the market. The British 
parliament and Prime Minister Theresa 
May are seeking an agreement with 

the EU to further postpone Brexit, and 
this time the postponement could be 
for rather longer than we experienced 
in March, when the deadline was 
moved by only a couple of weeks. If 
another agreement is reached with 
the EU, the British might be forced to 
hold European Parliament elections in 
June. The allowance market sees the 
developments as a sign that a no-deal 
Brexit seems very unlikely, and the 
prices therefore rise. Nevertheless, 
nothing is in place yet and the market is 
therefore awaiting news from another 
important week in the prolonged Brexit 
negotiations. 

For the second week in a row, the Nor-
dic energy market experienced price 
climbs last week, and all contracts 
climbed during the week. There are 
prospects of high pressure and minor 
precipitation volumes at least until 
mid-week 16, and the hydro-balance 
deficit is growing again. Meanwhile, 
the carbon emissions allowance mar-
ket has suddenly taken off again now 
that it looks like Brexit will be post-
poned once more. On Monday, the 
Q3-19 contract closed at EUR 42.00/
MWh, an increase of EUR 4.90/MWh, 
while the YR-20 contract has now 
reached a price of EUR 37.60/MWh, 
EUR 2.85/MWh higher than last week. 

Following two weeks of price climbs, 
the upside in the market is no longer as 
clear, but the possibility of price climbs 
remains if dry weather forecasts con-
tinue to come in during the course of 
the week. Nevertheless, we currently 
believe that the likelihood of the mar-
ket adjusting downwards slightly is 
just as great as the possibility of fur-
ther price climbs.

Our recommendation

Focus week 15 2019

Forward Wk 14 (EUR/MWh) Wk 15 (EUR/MWh) Expectation (wk 16)

ENOMMAY-19 36.90 41.00 →

ENOQ3-19 37.10 42.00 →

ENOYR-20 34.75 37.60 →

SYHELYR-20 4.38 4.10 ↗

SYOSLYR-20 0.50 0.50 →

Extremely dry weather forecasts and a sudden price jump in the carbon emissions allow-
ance market caused the Nordic energy market to experience major price climbs last week. 

Here and now



Hydro-balance weakening again

Precipitation: Only minimal pre-
cipitation volumes are expected 
in the Nordic region during the 
next couple of weeks, when high 
pressure looks set to continue 
dominating the weather situa-
tion. The hydro-balance deficit is 
therefore growing again.

Production and spot: Low tem-
peratures and low wind power 
production have caused the spot 
prices to climb again in the Nor-
dic region. The average Nordic 
system price was approximately 
EUR 39/MWh last week, and we 
anticipate that this level will in-
crease further during week 15. 

While the Norwegian NO1 EPAD 
for YR-20 remains unchanged at 
EUR 0.50/MWh, the Finnish YR-
20 EPAD experienced a price fall. 
It is now trading at a market price 
of EUR 4.10/MWh, EUR 0.28/
MWh lower than last week. 

The EPADs

Forecasts

The deficit in the Nordic hydro-balance had practically disappeared as a result of 
the substantial precipitation volumes during February and March. At the end of 
March, the deficit was only 0.9 TWh, but it has increased again since due to clear 
changes in the weather situation. Precipitation volumes have been minor at the 
start of April, and the weather forecasts predict that this will continue for at least 
another couple of weeks. The PointCarbon analysis bureau therefore predicts 
that the hydro-balance deficit will be approximately 8 TWh in two weeks’ time.
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Oil price reaches more than USD 70 per barrel

For the first time this year, the price of one barrel of Brent oil climbed above USD 
70 last week. For a prolonged period of time, the market has experienced slow 
price climbs due to the OPEC and Russia production limitations that the parties 
are maintaining in spite of disapproval from US President Trump. The upside was 
further strengthened last week due to renewed unrest in civil war-stricken Libya. 
The market fears that, as has been the case several times before, Libyan exports 
could fall if the war in the country escalates further. 
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